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FINITE DIFFERENCE DISCRETIZATIONS

OF SOME INITIAL AND BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
WITH INTERFACE

GEORGIOS D. AKRIVIS AND VASSILIOS A. DOUGALIS

Abstract. We analyze the discretization of initial and boundary value prob-

lems with a stationary interface in one space dimension for the heat equation,

the Schrödinger equation, and the wave equation by finite difference methods.

Extending the concept of the elliptic projection, well known from the analy-

sis of Galerkin finite element methods, to our finite difference case, we prove

second-order error estimates in space and time in the /   norm.

1. Introduction

Let p > 0 and x* e (0, 1). Given 0 < T < oo, we consider the following

initial and boundary value problem for the heat equation in one space dimension

with a stationary (straight) interface. We seek a real-valued function u = u(x, t)

for (x, t) e [0, 1] x [0, T] that satisfies

ut = (a(x)ux)x + b(x ,t)u   in ([0, x*) U (x*, 1]) x [0, T],

a(x*-)ux(x*-,t) = pa(x*+)ux(x*+,t),       t€[0,T],
\     ) o

u(x, 0) = v (x), X € [0, 1],

ii(0, i) = «0,0-0, is [0,71.

Here, a(x) is a positive function on [0, 1], smooth on [0,x*] and on [x*, 1],

with a possible discontinuity at x*, and b(x, t) is nonpositive, smooth on

[0,x*]x[0, T] and on [x*, l]x[0, T], with a possible discontinuity on {x*}x

[0, T]. We assume that the coefficients and the initial value v axe such that

the problem (1.1) possesses a unique solution, continuous on [0, 1 ] x [0, T] and

sufficiently smooth for our purposes on [0,x*]x[0,T] and on [x*, l]x[0, T\.

We shall approximate the solution of (1.1) by an implicit finite difference

scheme, second-order accurate in space and time. In space, we partition the

intervals [0, x*], resp. [x*, 1], into uniform meshes with meshlengths A_ ,

resp. A+ . Specifically, we let J, m eN and A_ , A+ be such that x* = mh_ ,

mh_ + (J + 1 - m)h+ = 1, and set x := jh_ , j = 0, ... , m ,—in particular,

xm = x*—and x- := (j - m)h+ + xm , j = m + I, ... , J + I.  We also let
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k := T/N and tn := nk, n = 0, ... , N, fox N e N. If « is the solution of

(1.1), denote u" := u(xp t"), j = 0, ..., J +1, n = 0,..., N, and u" :=

(un0.unJ+x)T e RJ0+2, where K¿+2 := {v : t; = (v0,..., vJ+l)T e RJ+2,

vo = vj+i = °} •
Our finite difference method, given by (3.1) in §3 below, produces vectors

U" = (Uq,..., U]+x)t e R¿+2 for n = 0,..., N that approximate u and is

based in space on a standard difference approximation of (1.1) (cf. [13]), which

to the left and right of the interface xm = x* reduces to a simple, locally second-

order accurate, centered scheme. Across the interface it becomes a standard

simple relation involving the values of U" at the points xm_x, xm, xm+x. The

time stepping is effected by a Crank-Nicolson procedure. Hence, the scheme

requires solving a J x J tridiagonal linear system of equations at each time

step.

In §3 we analyze the convergence of this method in a weighted I2 norm

defined, as is natural for this problem, by

Í 771-1 J
h_Y^\Vj\2 + h\vm\2 + ph+ £  \Vj

j=X j=m+\

where we henceforth use the notation h := \{h_ + ph+) . \\ ■ \\h is given here in

general for complex vectors in Cq+2 := {v : v = (v0, ... , vJ+x)T e CJ+2, v0 =

vJ+x = 0}. We shall use complex-valued vectors for approximating the solution

of an analogous problem for the Schrödinger equation in §4. In Theorem 3.1

we prove the optimal-order error estimate

(1.2) max || [/"-«" ||. <c(A:2 + A2),
71

where A := max(A_ , A+) and c is a constant independent of k and A .

The analysis of numerical methods of finite element and finite difference type

for time-dependent interface problems, such as (1.1), has often been considered

in the literature. For an error analysis of a finite difference semidiscretization

that yields optimal-order error estimates in space, cf. Budak [3]. For full finite

difference discretizations see, for instance, Isaacson [5], Samarskii and Fryazi-

nov [10], and Samarskii [8, 9]. Isaacson [5] analyzes the Euler and backward

Euler schemes by maximum principle methods and obtains optimal-order error

estimates under a restriction implying k = 0(h2). For Crank-Nicolson type

schemes, Samarskii and Fryazinov in [10] prove an estimate of 0(k2 + A3/2),

while in [8, 9] Samarskii obtains the optimal-order error estimate. (Strictly

speaking, the problem considered in [8-10] is the discretization of equations

with discontinuous coefficients, possibly on nonuniform meshes. However the

techniques of these papers could be ostensibly extended and applied to the prob-

lem at hand.)

The main contribution of the present paper is an apparently new technique

for obtaining the optimal-order error estimate (1.2) and, in particular, the

!/¿
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optimal-order term A2 instead of A3/2 ; the latter bound can be derived in

a straightforward manner and is due of course to the interface condition. Our

technique depends on considering first an associated two-point boundary value

problem whose (complex-valued in general) solution w , continuous on [0, 1],

satisfies

(a(x)w')' = f(x)   in [0, x*)U(x*l],

(1-3) a(x*-)w'(x*-) = pa(x*+)w (x*+),

w(0) = w(l) = 0.

In (1.3), a is as in (1,1), and / is taken to be complex-valued in general

(for the purposes of §4), smooth on [0, x*] and on [x*, 1], with a possible

discontinuity at x* ; w will be supposed to be smooth enough for the purposes

of its numerical approximation on [0, x*] and on [x*, 1]. In §2 we discretize

(1.3) by the analog of the scheme used in the space differencing of (1.1) and

prove second-order convergence of the resulting discrete approximation to w in

the discrete maximum norm and in a discrete H norm. This result is standard,

and our proof uses ideas from Samarskii [11, pp. 78-82], (See also Gartland [4]

for a recent treatment of finite difference methods for two-point boundary value

problems with interface.) The apparently new step here is to use these estimates

in the proof of the error bound (1.2) in Theorem 3.1, where, motivated by the

elliptic projection concept, well known from the error analysis of Galerkin finite

element methods (cf. Wheeler [14]), we define a finite difference analog, an

elliptic approximation W to the solution u of (1.1), which satisfies the finite

difference scheme for a two-point boundary value problem of the form (1.3)

with suitable right-hand side depending on u. We then compare Un to Wn ,

and the proof of (1.2) is concluded in the standard way by the energy method,

with analogous estimates to those of the error analysis of Galerkin methods for

parabolic problems (cf. Thomée [12]). It should be pointed out that Samarskii

in [8, 9] had considered comparing the finite-difference approximation of the

parabolic problem to the solution of associated discrete stationary problems

with suitable right-hand sides, obtained by splitting the truncation error. His

approximations, however, differ from the elliptic approximation used here.

In §§4 and 5 the elliptic approximation technique is applied to prove estimates

of the form (1.2) for finite difference approximations to the solutions of two

other time-dependent problems with stationary interface. In §4 we consider

the following initial and boundary value problem for the Schrödinger equation.

Using the notation of (1.1), we seek a complex-valued u = u(x, t) for (x, t) 6

[0, l]x[0, T] that satisfies

ut = iauxx + iß(x, t)u   in ([0, x*)U(x*, 1]) x [0, T],

ux(x*-,t) = pux(x*+,t),       t£[0,T],
(1.4)

u(x, 0) = v (x), x e [0, 1],

u(0, t) = u(l, t) = 0, te[0,T].
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Here, i is the imaginary unit, a is a nonzero real constant, and ß(x, t)

is real-valued, smooth on [0, x*] x [0, T] and on [x*, 1] x [0, T], with a

possible discontinuity on {x*} x [0, T], We assume that the coefficients and

the (complex-valued) initial data v° axe such that (1.4) has a unique solution,

continuous on [0, l]x[0, T] and smooth on [0,x*]x[0, T] and on [jc* , l]x

[0, T]. (1.4) occurs in underwater acoustics, as a two-layer horizontal interface

problem with a horizontal boundary at x = 1 and a free surface at x = 0, for

the Schrödinger equation viewed as 'parabolic' approximation to the Helmholtz

equation. (For simplicity, we have assumed homogeneous Dirichlet boundary

conditions at the endpoints; Neumann or mixed, and also nonhomogeneous,

boundary conditions can be analyzed as well, with no additional conceptual

complications.) McDaniel and Lee (cf., e.g., [6, 7]) have studied implicit, Crank-

Nicolson-type finite difference approximations for this problem and used them

in computations. In fact, our main motivation for the present work was to

prove an error estimate of the type (1.2) for the McDaniel-Lee difference scheme

(cf. [7]) for which numerical experiments clearly indicate second-order rate of

convergence in x and t. (Actually, our method is slightly different from the one

in [7] in that we use a different evaluation of the coefficient ß(x, t) to render

the scheme conservative. However, the proof of optimal-order convergence for

the scheme of [7] is very similar to the one for the scheme at hand.) The proof

of ( 1.2) in the present case of the Schrödinger equation follows broadly the lines

of the analogous proof for the heat equation and uses energy techniques similar

to the ones that we used for Galerkin methods in [1].

Finally, in §5, we consider the analogous problem for the wave equation. We

seek again a real-valued u = u(x, t) for (x, t) e [0, 1] x [0, T], satisfying

utt = (a(x)ux)x + b(x, t)u   in([0,x*)U(x*, 1]) x[0, 71,

a(x*-)ux(x*-, t) = pa(x*+)ux(x*+, t),       t e [0, T],

(1.5) u(x,0) = v°(x), *e[0,l],

ut(x,0) = v\x), *€[0,1],

h(0,í) = w(1,0 = 0, re [0,71.

Here the notation and assumptions on a(x) and b(x, t) are exactly the same as

in the case of the heat equation (1.1). The (real-valued) initial data v°, v1 and

the coefficients are again assumed to be such that a unique solution u of (1.5)

exists and is continuous on [0, 1] x [0, T] and sufficiently smooth on [0, x*]x

[0, T] and on [x*, I] x [0, T]. We approximate (1.5) by the classical explicit

5-point Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy difference scheme, modified at the interface

x* as in the previous sections, and prove again an error estimate of the form

(1.2) under the stability condition, of course, that (v/¡a|oofc/min(A_ , A+)) < r0

for any fixed 0 < r0 < 1. (Here, and in the sequel, | • 1^ will denote the

L°°(0, 1) norm.) Now the energy estimate is mildly more complicated, owing
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to the presence of the time-dependent coefficient b(x, t); again, we use ideas

from analogous proofs for Galerkin methods, here from Bales, Dougalis, and

Serbin [2].
It should be pointed out that our technique of comparing the finite differ-

ence solution Un to its elliptic approximation Wn is a general device whose

application is not limited to interface problems only. For example, it can be

used to prove optimal-order convergence of finite difference approximations to

initial and boundary value problems for nonlinear PDE's; its application there

circumvents many tedious computations involving Taylor expansions.

2. A TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

In this section we consider the discretization of problem (1.3) by a standard

three-point finite difference scheme modified at the interface node x*. We

derive second-order accurate error estimates in the discrete maximum norm

and in a discrete H norm. These results will be used later for deriving error

estimates for problems (1.1), (1.4), and (1.5).

In the sequel we shall find it convenient to employ difference quotient nota-

tion that conforms to the spatial mesh {x A , 0 < j < J + 1, introduced in §1,

and takes into account the interface at x* = xm . For a real or complex 7 + 2-

vector (v0,vx, ... , vJ+x)T we define first the forward and backward difference

quotients dv¡, dv   as

(Vj+l-vß/h_ ifj = 0,...,m-l,

(vj+l-vß/h+ if j = m,...,J,

(Vj-Vj_x)/h_ ifj=l,...,m,

(Vj-Vj_x)/h+ ifj = m+l,...,J+l.

Consequently, centered second difference quotients that approximate the func-

tion (a(x)v'(x))' at Xj ^ xm will be denoted by

[Vi/2(Vi - vj) - aj-i/2(vj - vj-i)Vh-

ifj=l,...,m-l,

[Bj+ipiVj+l - Vj) - <*j-l/2(Vj - Vj-x)Vhl

if j = m+l, ... , J,

where we put aj+x/2 = a((Xj + xj+x)/2) for j = 0, ... , J . At the interface we

let

\K+X/2dVm) ■= [p*n,+X/2 (!T^L)  -«77,-1/2 ("

dv.=

dv,

d(aj+x/2dyß =

A
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(2.1)

Now let Wj = w(xß , j = 0, ... , J+l, where w (x) is the solution of ( 1.3).

We approximate (iu0, ... , wJ+x)T by W e Cq+2 , defined by the equations

d(aj+x/2d Wß = f(xß   if 1 < ; < J, j<¿ m,

¿p(*m+XI2dWm)=f(x),

where we put f(x*) := [h+pf(x*+) + h_f(x*-)]/2h . The J x J tridiagonal
matrix of the linear system (2.1) is obviously invertible, i.e., W is uniquely

defined. Introduce in Cq+   the sesquilinear form ah(-, •) by

771-1

A_ Y. d(aj+x/2dvj)üj + hâp(am+x/2dvjûm
7=1

ah(v, u):=

+ ph+  Y, d(aj+l/2dvßuj
j=m+X

where the bar over w   denotes complex conjugation. It is easily seen that

7J1-1 J

(2.2) Vt;eq¡+2   ah(v ,v) = h_J2aj+x/2\dvj\2 + Ph+J2aj+i/2\dvj\2>
7=0

(2.3) VveCJ0+2   ah(v,v)<

j=m

[min(A_,A+)r  ""

and that ah(-, ■) is an inner product in Cq+2 .

Further, letting p* := max(l, 1/p) and a := min0<JC<1 a(x), we see that the

following discrete Sobolev-type inequality holds:

(2.4) Vu G CJ0+2    max \Vj\2 < (p*/a)ah(v , v).

In fact, for s < m we have

2\v/ =

5-1

+ Y,(vj+i-vj)
]=s

m-\

7=0

i-1

^s E i Vi -v/ + 2(m -s) E i Vi - vj\2
j=0 j=s

J

+ 2(J+l-m)J2\vJ+x-Vj\2
j=m

<2(p*/a)an(v,v).

A similar inequality holds fox s > m, and the result follows. A trivial conse-

quence of (2.4), that will be used in §5, is that

(2.5) 3c>0Vu€C¡+2   ah(v,v)>c\\v\\2h.

Let e¡ := w. - W,, j = 0,...,J+l. Two approximation results for W

axe given in the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.1. Let the solution w of (1.3) be continuous in [0, 1] and smooth in

[0, x*] and in [x*, 1]. Then, there exists a constant C, independent of A and

w, such that

4

(2.6) max   \e,\<Ch2y
v     ' o<k/+i' J f-i

2^0'),

0<71-

tf/T-ö?

(2.7) [«„(?, é>)]1/2<CA2£

7=1

*"      loo '

where \wü)\oo = max{sup0^x<x.\wü)(x)\oo , sup^.^, ^(x)^}.

Proof. Let us first note that (2.6) follows immediately from (2.7) in view of

(2.4). Therefore, it remains to show (2.7). Using (2.1), we have for 1 < j < J,

j ¿m,

d(aj+x/2deß = d(aJ+x/2dwß-f(xß.

Therefore,

{ h2_gj   ifl<j<m-l,
(2.8i) d(aj+x/2deß = \        J

\h\gj   ifm + l <j<J,

and

(2.8Ü) hâp(am+x/2dem) = ph\gm - h2_gm ,

where, by Taylor's theorem,

4

max|*;|-H*ll<C£|t«0)L-
3 7=1

Multiplying (2.8i) by h_e'■ if j < m - 1 and by phße'. if j > m + 1, and
(2.8ii) by em , summing from j = 1 to j = J and using the definition of ah,

we obtain

771-1 J

(2.9) ah(e,e) = h3_YJSfêj + (ph\gm-h2_gm)ëm + ph\  £  gjS}.
7=1 7=m+l

We now essentially derive a discrete 77" estimate for the vector g by intro-

ducing an auxiliary vector t] e C0+   by the relations

nj+x-rij = hlgj,        j= 1, ... , m- I,

(2.10) /??7m+1-/7m = /'A^m-A2_^,

^+1 - Vj = h\gj,       j = m + 1, ... , J.
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Obviously,

j

t]s = - h\ J2 8j>.        s = m+l,...,J,

rn-1

(2.11) r,s=-(ph2+gm-hig'm)-hiJ2gj
2 _ 1.2 J ,       ,.3

j=s

J
3pKY,  8j>        s=l'

7 = 771+1

m.

Therefore,

(2.12) max|77y|<CA25]2^'wu)\   .

Now, using (2.9), (2.10), we have

7J1-1 j

ah(e > e) =   Ety+1 - Vj&J + (Mm+X - Infim + P   E   ̂ 7+1 - IjPj
j=\ j=m+\

771-1 J

= - £ W*;+i - *>) - ̂  E ty+i Py+i - *y) •
7=0 7=771

Therefore, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (2.12) and (2.2), we obtain

0A(<?,e)< <¡A_^|77/ + />A+^|r/y+1|2
[        7=0 j=m

(       m-X J *»'

x    A_£|9e.|2 + />A+£|öey2

^ 7=0 7=771

<CA2[aA(e,e)]1/2¿|W°V

7=1

and (2.7) follows.   D

We close this section with two remarks.

Remark 1. There is an easier, direct way to prove (2.6), which avoids (2.7). In

fact, from (2.4), (2.9) we obtain

{m-X J !

h3_Y^\gj\ + \ph2+gm-h2_g'm\ + phl  J2  \8j\ \ »
7 = 1 7=77!+l J

and the result follows. We shall use (2.7) only in the case of the wave equation

in §5.
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Remark 2. Define, for functions u, v in 7,2(0, 1), the inner product

(u,v)   =        uvdx + p      uvdx.
p     Jo Jx'

Then the two-point boundary value problem (1.3) has the following weak formu-

lation: seek w in the Sobolev space Hl(0, 1) such that for each v £ H (0, 1)

-(aw ,v')p = (f,v)p.

Consider now the finite-dimensional subspace Sn of Hl(0,l), consisting of

piecewise linear functions on the mesh {x.}, 0 < j < J + 1, continuous on

[0,1] and vanishing at the endpoints 0 and 1. Endowing Sh with the usual

hat function basis {<p }, 1 < j < J, one obtains a standard finite element

approximation wh e Sh to w , given by

7 7 ,

(2.13) -(awh,(pßp = (f,(pßp,        l<j<J.

It can be seen now that equations (2.13) reduce exactly to those in (2.1), pro-

vided one uses, in each subinterval [x¡, xi+x], the trapezoidal rule to approx-

imate the integrals in the right-hand side of (2.13) and the midpoint rule to

approximate those in the left-hand side. The scheme (2.1) is therefore a finite

element scheme, modulo quadrature. One could conceivably, therefore, use the

techniques of Wheeler [16] to try to derive discrete maximum norm error es-

timates for (2.1), taking into account, of course, the interface and the use of

numerical quadrature.

3. The heat equation

In this section we consider the discretization of problem ( 1.1 ) by the Crank-

Nicolson method modified at the interface node xm = x*. For 0 < n < N, 0 <

j < J + 1, we shall approximate u" by Uj , where Un = (£/",..., U"+X)T e

RJ0+2, starting with £/° := w°. We denote Uj+l/2 = (Uj+l + Uj)/2,tn+l/2 =

t" + (k/2), b1+l/2 = b(Xj, tn+i/2) and put dzU" = k~\u]+x - U"). Then, for

0 < n < N - 1, our scheme becomes

O   TTn -Q/ ür,/l+l/2,    ,    , 7!+l/2rr7I+l/2 .      .    .     .    r .     ,
(3 1)        TJ =   {aJ+l'2ÜJ      ) + bJ      Ui       '        1<J^J> J¿m>

a tt"        í   i„ Qrr"+'/2\   ,   ui    *     <'!+l/2\ rr"+1/2
dJJm=èP(am+\l2dlJm        ) + b(x   , t )Um        ,

where, by analogy to /, b(x*, t) := [h_b(x*-, t) + ph+b(x*+, t)]/2h .

Stability. Let

Í rx' rl Ï1/2
U\\-=\jo   \g(x)\2dx + pj^\g(x)\2dx\     ,       geL2(0,l).

Multiplying ut = (aux)x + bu first by u, integrating by parts over [0, x*], and

then multiplying the equation by pu, integrating by parts over [x*, 1] and
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■y

using the interface condition, we easily see that (d/dt)\\u(-, t)\\  < 0, i.e.,

(3.2) ||w(-, 5)|| <||w(-, oil,       0<í<j<I\

and, in particular,

(3.3) Vie [0,71   ||W(.,Í)||<||/||.

In the next lemma we prove discrete analogues of (3.2), (3.3) for scheme

(3.1).

Lemma 3.1. The approximate solution Un of (3.1) satisfies

\\Un+i\\h<\\U%,       n = 0,...,N-l,

and, in particular,

(3-4) \\U"\\h<\\U0\\h,       n = 0,...,N.

Proof. Multiplying the first equation in (3.1) by h_U"+i/2 if j < m - 1 and

by ph+U"+l/2 if j > m+ 1, and the second by U^+i/2, summing from ; = 1

to j = J, using (2.2) and the sign conditions on a, è, we obtain ||C/"+1||^ -

|| U" \\2h < 0, and the results follow.   D

From this lemma it obviously follows that for each n = 0, ... , N-l, Un+l

exists uniquely as the solution of the JxJ tridiagonal linear system represented

by (3.1).

Convergence. The main result in this section is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let u satisfy (1.1) and Un satisfy (3.1). Then there exists a

constant C(u), independent of A and k, such that

2   ,   ,2
(3.5) max ||w" - CT||. < C(u)(k' + A ).

0<n<N " ~

J+2
Proof. For 0 < t < T let  W(t) = (W0,... , WJ+ly  e R¿+    be the elliptic

approximation to u(-, t) defined by

d(a+x/2dW) = (Lu)(Xj,t),        1 < ; < J, j¿ m,
(3.6) J   '      J ^\

^m+x/2dWJ = (Lu)(x ,t),

where Lu := (a(x)ux)x . With Wn := W(t"), denote

(3.7) C-=u-Wn,    9n:=W"-U",        n = 0,...,N,

so that u" - Un = C + 6" . According to Lemma 2.1 we have

(3.8) max ||Ç"|L<CA2.

Hence, it remains to estimate  ||ö"||A.   Using (3.1), (3.6), (1.1), and letting

07.+ 1/2 = (ö7,+i + eny2 j we obtain for l<j<J, j¿m,

(3.9) dTe"j = d(aj+xl2de^12) + ¿,;+1/2ö;+1/2 + œ] ,
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where for j ^ m, co" = conXj + a>2j + co^j + w"^ + œn5j, and

o     n
dzuj,

(3.10)

= dzw;

= dxu] -
I ¿n+V2\

Ut(Xj,t ),

.71+1/2 71+1,
= (Lu)(Xj, m - {-[(Lu)(Xj, f) + (Lu)(Xj, r1)]

= -tt
lhn+l/2TÍU/n+l 71+1
ibj'A[(Wj+w;')-(Uj+Uj)]

,71 + 1/2.1.     71+1     ,        71, , „71+1/2,,
= -bj      [\(Uj    +Uj)-u(Xj,t       )].

Now, we have for ¿=1,2,3,4,5,

(3.11Í) max|c7j"| < C(k + h ).
j+m      ,J

In fact, the terms œ2j, œ"^, co^ axe obviously of 0(k2 + A2). An estimate

of the same form for euj. follows immediately from (2.6), while the estimate

for co"j results from (2.6) and the commutativity of the elliptic approximation

operator and time differentiation.

At the interface, using again (3.1), (3.6), we have

^'m-ôp(am+x/2dem
71 + 1/2, b(x\ tn+l/2)d"+l/2

= 2dTWnm - [(Lu)(x*, tn) + (Lu)(x*, tn+x)]

-b(:

and, as before, we see that

b(x\tn+l/2)(w"+l + w:),

(3.12) dT6"m = V<W<     ) + K* - tn+ll2)e»:l<2 + (h_œ"m + ph+œ"m)/h

with

(3.1 Hi) |^| + |^|<c(/c2 + A2).

To derive (3.1 Hi), we write (onm, ca"m as sums of terms, as was done before.

These terms are estimated easily, and (3.1 Hi) follows because only differences

in t are involved. From (3.9) and (3.12) we obtain now, as in the stability

proof,

m-l
lianl|2\    ^   ; V~* 71 «71+1/2 ,, 71 .        ~ 71, „71+1/2

- ||Ô y < h_ ^ ajjOj       + (h_com + ph+com)6m

7=1

+ ph+  ±  œ)B^'2.

7 = 771+1

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the right-hand side, and using

(3.1 li) and (3.1 Hi), we obtain

\\en+\-\\en\\h<Ck(k2 + h2)

(2k)~\\\dn+l
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and conclude

(3.13) max ||0BIL <C(k2 + h2).
7! "

The result now follows from (3.8), (3.13), and the proof is complete.   G

Remark. In analogy to, and using the notation of Remark 2 in the previous

section, consider the Galerkin-finite element formulation of (1.1), with respect

to the inner product (•, •) , coupled with a Crank-Nicolson type time-stepping

procedure, given by

(3.14) (dTU",<pßp + (aUnx+1/2, <p'ßp-(b(., tn+l/2)Un+l/2, <pßp = 0,

for 0 < n < N - 1, 1 < j < J, where Un = U"(x) is the fully discrete

approximation of u(x, t") in Sh, dTUn = k~\un+x - U"), and Un+l/2 =

(Un+X + Un)/2. Use the trapezoidal rule on each subinterval [*., ,x,+1] to

approximate the integrals in the first and third term in (3.14) (which amounts

to lumping into the diagonal the associated matrices), and the midpoint rule to

approximate the integrals in the second term. It is seen that (3.14) reduces to the

scheme (3.1) which, therefore, may be considered in this sense as a fully discrete

finite-element type method, provided one defines U as the interpolant onto

Sh of v (x). Modulo interfaces and quadrature errors, therefore, one could

conceivably derive discrete maximum norm error estimates for (3.1), using the

techniques of Wheeler [15]. Similar remarks can be made in the case of the

wave equation of §5.

4. The Schrödinger equation

This section is devoted to the discretization of problem (1.4) by the Crank-

Nicolson method modified at the interface node x*. For 0 < n < N, 0 < j <

J+1, we shall approximate u" by U" , where U" = (U¡¡ , ... , UnJ+x)T e CJ0+2 ,

starting with Í7  := v  . As in the previous section, we let

,..71+1/2 /rr71+l Tl"\ l~l ."+'/2 Ji ,,    ,«,Uj       =(Uj     +Uj)/2,        t        =t  +(k/2),

„71+1/2 0, .71+1/2, „    r.7! ,-l,,.71+l ..71,
ßj       =ß(xrt       ),        dTUj=k    (Uj     -Uj).

Our scheme, for 0 < n < N - 1, is:

dTU" = iad(dU"+l/2) + iß"+l/2U"+l'2,        l<j<J, j¿m,

(4.1)
o  tt"        ■    r  i aTTn+lA\   ,    -hi   *     ^n+l/2,TTn+l/2
dxUm = laóp(dUm        ) + lß(x   >t )Um        ,

where we recall that d(dvß = (vJ+x-2v +v j_x)/h (where A = A_ if j < m-l

and A = A+ if j > m + 1) and

Sp(dvm) = [p(h+)-l(vm+x - vj - (h_)-\vm - vm_x)]/h .

Stability. Multiply first w( = iauxx + ißu by ïï, integrate over [0, x*] by parts

and take real parts. Then perform the analogous operations on [x*, 1] after
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multiplying the equation by pu. Add the resulting equations, use the interface

condition and obtain (d/dt)\\u(-, t)\\  = 0, i.e.,

(4.2) N-,*)ll = lh>°||,       te[0,T].

A discrete analog of (4.2) is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. If Un satisfies (4.1), then

(4.3) \\U\ = \\U\,       n = 0,...,N.

Proof. Multiplying the first equation in (4.1) by h_U"       if j < m — 1 and

by ph+ U"       if j > m + 1, and the second by U"m     , summing from j = 1

to J, using (2.2) and taking real parts, we obtain \\Un+ \\h = \\Un\\h , and the

result follows.   D

Using Lemma 4.1, it is easily seen that U" , n = 0, ... , N, are uniquely de-

fined as solutions, for each «,ofthe JxJ tridiagonal linear system represented

by (4.1).

Convergence. The proof of the following result is similar to the proof of Theo-

rem 3.1 and will be omitted.

Theorem 4.1. Let u be the solution of (1.4), and U" the solution of (4.1). Then,

there exists a constant C(u), independent of k and h, such that

(4.4) max \\u-Un\\h < C(u)(k2 + h2).   D
0<„<N ""

5. The wave equation

In this section we consider the discretization of problem ( 1.5) by the standard,

explicit Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy five-point scheme, modified at the interface

node xm = x*. Letting C/° := v¡ , we construct approximations Un e Rq+2 to

un as follows: letting b" = b(Xj, t"), we first compute UJ by the formulas

Ux:=U° + kvXj+t-[d(aj+l/2dU(j) + b0jU'j],        l<j<J, j*m,

< := U°m + kvl + ^[ôp(am+x/2dU°m) + b(x , 0)U°J.

Then, for 1 < n < N- 1, denoting Ô2U" = k~2(Uj+x - 2U" + U"~x), we let

S2Uj = d(aJ+l/2dU]) + b';u;,       l<j<J, j*m,

^2Unm = Sp(am+XÍ2dU"j + b(x\tn)Unm.
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Convergence.

Theorem 5.1. Let u be the solution of'(1.5) and Un satisfy (5.1), (5.2). For

fixed 0 < r0 < 1 let k\a\]¿ /min(A_, A+) < r0. Then there exists a constant

C(u), independent of k and h, such that

(5.3) max ||m" - U"\\h < C(u)(k2 + A2).

Proof. Let W" e Rq+2 be the elliptic approximation to «(•, tn) given by (3.6)

and set

(5.4) C-=u-Wn,    e":=Wn-Un,        n = 0,...,N,

so that u" - Un = C + 9" . According to Lemma 2.1 we have

(5.5) max ||C"|L<CA2.

Hence, it remains to estimate ||0"||A . Using (5.2), (3.6), we obtain for 1 < j <

J , j ¿m, n = l, ... , N-l, Lu = (aux)x ,

ô2dnj - d(aj+xl2ddnj) - b]e] = 62W¡ - (Lu)(Xj, t") - b)Wnj ,

i.e.,

(5.6) ô26nj = d(aj+xl2ddnj) + b]Q] + conj,       j¿m,

where for j ^ m, co" = co" + a>2. + &>"   with

71 c>2 TrrTl r.2     n

°>xj--=^wj ~Kur

(5-7) con2j

n
co3j

.2     71

= ârUj -utt(Xj, t

= b)(u)-Wnj).

Now, for 1=1,2,3,

(5.8i) max|c7j",.| <C(A:2 + A2).
jïm       lJ

In fact, |ct)2,| is obviously estimated by Ck , and a bound of the form

C(k +h) for |ta3,| follows immediately from Lemma 2.1. Finally, to es-

timate \of\j\, we use Lemma 2.1 and the fact that

ô2u" = k~   /   (k-\T\)u(Xj,t" + T)dr.
J-k

Further, for j = m , using again (5.2), (3.6), we have

¿2X-\K+V2dO-^x\tn)8nm

= ¿rK - «„(**. '") + b(x*, t")u"m - b(x*, tn)Wnm .
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As before, we see that

(5-9) S2X = Sp(am+x/2d6nm) + b(x , tn)6"m + (h_co"m + ph+co"m)/h

with

(5.8Ü) \œnm\ + \conm\<C(k2 + h2).

Introducing the bilinear, symmetric, positive semidefinite form b^(-, •) in

K+2 by

771-1 J

b"h(v, w) := -h_ E b"vjwj - ~hb(x*> t")vmwm - ph+ £ b*VjWJt
7=1 7 = 771+1

multiplying (5.6) by h_(e]+x-6]~x) = h_[(6"+x-d")+(d"-d"~x)] if j<m-l

and by ph+(6]+x - e"~x) if ; > m+ 1, multiplying (5.9) by (0^+1 - 6nJ , and

summing from j = I to ;' = J, we obtain

k-\\\dn+l-dn\\2h-\\dn-en-l\\2h)

= [ah(dn, en+x -en~x) + b\(Bn, en+x - e"'1)]

771-1

+a_ y: <»m+i - o+(* x+pkoíC - o
7=1

+ph+ ¿ »;(^-0-
7 = 771+1

Therefore, applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and using (5.8), we have

I|o"+1-0n|¿-||r7"-o"-1||;

<-k\ah(en+x,en)-ah(en,en-x)]

-k2[bnh(dn+x,en)-bnh(dn,en-x)]

+ ck2(k2 + h2)\\en+x -en-x\\h.

Summing from n = 1 to n = I < N - 1 then yields

\\el+l -e'\\2h + k2[ah(eM ,e') + blh+\eM ,e1)]

<\\ex-dYh + k\ah(d\ex) + bl(e\ex)]

(5.11) +CÂ:(Â:2 + A2)   max    ||o"+1-0BL
v ' 0<7i<iV-l "

/
2 WiH+l //,n+\    /,7i,       i7i//)7i+l,    7 2 Wi.71 + 1 /nn+'     nn\       Ln/nn+'     n''\^

+ k    ¿Jbh      (6 >6   )~bh(6 >6   )]•
71=1
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Now, using (2.5),

Y,[bnh+x(6n+x,en)-bl(dn+x,en)]

71 = 1

<ck^T\\d
71=1

/

\\\e\

<ck¿2(\\e   +0Th + \\e   -eX)
71=1

/
71+1       nn„2.< ck EK(0   +e". o   + O +110   - ö"n;]

71=1

Further, using (2.3),

\\eM -el\\l + k2[ah(dl+l ,e') + blh+\el+1 ,e1)]

= n^1 _ e'fh + ^[ah(e,+x + el, el+x + el) - ah(dl+x - e>, e!+x - e')]

+ ^[b'h+x(dl+x + el, el+x + el) - b!h+x(e!+l - e', el+x - e1)]

>
2    kl

1 - rñ + —r min b(x, t)
u      4   x,t

\e^.el\\2h + ^ah(el+l + dl,eM + d').

Therefore, (5.11) yields

2    k2
1-/7,4- —minb(x, t)

4    x ,t
\eM -elfh + ^ah(dl+l + el ,el+x + el)

<\\ex -e0\\2h + k2[aAe0,ex) + b¡(d0,ex)]II/,   T "•    l"A

2   .   ,2 71+1       „n,
+ Ck(k' + hß   max    ||0""-0"||,

0<71<V-1 "

+œy:

71=1

\en+x-en\\2h + t-an(dn+x + en,8n+l + en)

For k sufficiently small, we note that 1 - r2 + ^- min^ ( b(x, t) > 0. Then,

applying the discrete Gronwall lemma yields, fox n = 1, ... , N- I,

\en+x - en\\2h < ci\\ex - eYh + k2\ah(e\ dx) + b°n(e°, ex)\

+ k(k2 + h2)   max   ||0/+1
0</<Af-l

-«'»,}.

i.e.,

..„Ti+l       an„2
max     0      - 0  L

(5.12)     o<"<^-'
,1       n0„2   .   , 2

<c{\\e1-8Yn + k'\ah(e°,dx) + bl(d0,ex)\ + k2(k2 + h2)2}
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.3), we have

k2\ah(6°, 01 - 0°)| < k2an(9°, 0°) 4 r20\\6l - e°\\2h ■

Hence, from (5.12),

max    \\dn+x - d"\\2h
(5.13) o<n<N-i h

<c{\\dx-dX + k2[ah(e0,e°) + \b¡(e0,ex)\] + k2(k2 + h2)2}.

According to Lemma 2.1 we have

(5.14) flA(0°,0o) + ||0°||;<CA4,

and using the fact that

e) = (Wx - u\) + (u) - UJ) = (Wx - u)) + 0(k(k2 + A2)),

we get

(5.15) 110'll^CA2.

Further, since

e) - e°j = (wx - wf) + (u) - u°ß 4 o(k(k2 4 a2)) ;

we obtain

(5.16) ||01-0°||A<CÂ:(Â:24A2).

Finally, using (5.14)—(5.16) in (5.13) yields

max    ||0"+1 - 0"L < CÂ:(Â:2 + A2),0<71<V-1 ii/,   - \

i.e.,

I|ö"+1 II/, < \\Ön\\h + Ck(k2 + h2),        n = 0,...,N-l.

Hence,

max ||0"||, <C(fc2 + A2),
0<71<V " ~

and the proof is complete.   D
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